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This work explores the design space created from modeling the effect of localized ge-
ometric changes on a supersonic aircraft’s near-field pressure signature. These geometric
changes are used to alter the aircraft’s near-field pressure signature in a way that reduces its
sonic boom loudness at the ground. The aircraft used in this work is the NASA 25D concept
and its near-field pressure signature is modeled using two separate approaches. The first
approach uses the PANAIR panel code to obtain a near-field pressure signature for an ax-
isymmetric representation of the 25D. This near-field signature is propagated to the ground
using the NASA sBOOM propagation code and the perceived level in decibels is calculated
using an in-house loudness code called PyLdB. The second approach uses the equivalent-
area distribution of the 25D which is passed directly to sBOOM and the perceived level
is also found using PyLdB. To model the geometric changes, the axisymmetric geometry
and the equivalent-area distributions are first independently modified with a parameterized
Gaussian deformation. An extension to the equivalent-area approach using larger splined
deformations is also implemented. These methods are fast enough to quickly explore the
design space and find the change in loudness for different deformation parameters. This
design space exploration is used to study loudness changes for both on-design conditions
iv
and the effects of deviations from on-design angle of attack, Mach number, and azimuth
angle. Both a genetic algorithm and a gradient search method are used in these off-design
atmospheric and flight condition studies. These results can be used to inform higher fidelity
CFD studies, including an inverse geometry design problem, and structural adaptation de-
sign on the aircraft. The combination of speed and flexibility of the methods used in this
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The NASA University Leadership Initiative (ULI) titled “Adaptive Aerostructures for
Revolutionary Civil Supersonic Transportation” looks to study the feasibility of distributed
structural adaptivity on a supersonic aircraft for maintaining acceptable en-route sonic
boom loudness during overland flight. The ULI includes a team of industry and university
partners that are working together to develop and implement the systems necessary to
accomplish this goal.
The Utah State University Aerolab is a member of this ULI team and has been tasked
with developing and using low-fidelity supersonic aerodynamic and sonic boom predictions
tools to rapidly study the effects of localized geometry changes on a supersonic aircraft’s
sonic boom loudness. The current work utilizes the equivalent-area distribution of a super-
sonic aircraft to study the effects of these localized geometry changes.
The speed of these low-fidelity tools gives them an advantage over the higher fidelity
computational methods such as CFD. The low-fidelity tools used in the current work allow
for the study of thousands of geometric changes over a variety of flight conditions in a
relatively small amount of time. The results of these studies provide areas of sensitivity
that can be used in the higher fidelity CFD work as well as initial actuator and structural
design.
vi
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1.1 The Sonic Boom Problem and Motivation for the Current Work
The sonic booms produced by supersonic aircraft have been a subject of study since
the early 1960s. Efforts to bring supersonic aircraft into commercial use have been limited
due to the annoyance of the sonic boom loudness to human populations as well as the
sonic boom’s potential for causing structural damage [1]. Because of these side effects,
supersonic flight over the United States is currently restricted and commercial flights in
the past have been limited to over-water operation routes [2]. In an effort to overcome
the current restrictions to supersonic flight, a number of studies have been performed that
explore modifying an aircraft’s geometry to change its pressure signature and reduce its
sonic boom loudness to a level permissible for overland flight [1, 3]. The current work is a
continuation of these geometry changing efforts and utilizes many of the same fundamental
supersonic concepts.
The phenomenon of the sonic boom is a result of the aerodynamics of an aircraft
traveling faster than the speed of sound. More specifically, it is the generation of shock
waves and their influence on the local flow field that creates a sonic boom. These shock
waves are regions where nearly instantaneous changes in flow properties occur over very
small distances [4]. The change in pressure across a shock wave is the most important
property to consider when studying an aircraft’s sonic boom. Specific features of these shock
waves and their interactions are captured in what is referred to as a pressure signature. A
pressure signature is typically represented as a plot of the change in pressure relative to
ambient pressure, also known as overpressure, with respect to either time or distance. Shock
waves are seen as sudden jumps in overpressure. A typical pressure signature sampled near
a supersonic aircraft will have multiple regions of shock and expansion features where the
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overpressure either jumps rapidly or slowly returns towards, and sometimes below, ambient
pressure. As these shock waves propagate away from the aircraft they begin to coalesce into
larger shock waves. The coalescence of these shock waves, generally referred to as pressure
signature aging, often results in pressure signatures that take on the familiar “N-wave”
shape at the ground. It is the large changes in overpressure, typical of the front and rear
portions of an N-wave signature, that are perceived as sonic booms.
There are three regions where pressure signatures are generally classified, each defined
by their distance from a supersonic aircraft. The pressure signatures nearest the aircraft,
within a few body lengths, are called near-field signatures. Signatures more than a few
body lengths away and signatures at the ground are known as mid-field signatures and
ground signatures respectively. Figure 1.1 shows a notional example of how the features of
these signatures might develop as they propagate to the ground. Previous efforts, such as
the Shaped Sonic Boom Demonstrator [3], have shown that it is possible for an aircraft to
generate a near-field signature that does not fully develop into the typical N-wave ground
signature. Significant work has been done in an effort to establish methods for designing
supersonic aircraft configurations that produce ground signatures with shock features that
are desirable for minimizing the annoyance of a sonic boom [5–8].
These modern supersonic aircraft design techniques have lead to configurations that
achieve ground level perceived loudness values that are much smaller than previous super-
sonic aircraft. For example, the NASA 25D concept aircraft was shown to have a ground
level perceived loudness of about 78 dB [9]. This is much lower than the 105 dB sonic
boom produced by the Concorde [10]. These advances in supersonic aircraft design have
ushered in a new era of potential supersonic commercial flight with permissible ground level
perceived loudness values.
An additional challenge that will influence how commercial supersonic flight is regulated
is the effect of off-design flight conditions on the perceived loudness. It has been shown that
changes to flight conditions such as Mach number, angle of attack, and local atmospheric
profiles can have large negative effects on the perceived loudness at the ground [11]. Because
3
Fig. 1.1: Supersonic aircraft pressure signature regions and propagation.
of these off-design effects, there is a desire for methods capable of actively responding to
these flight conditions to mitigate the degradation of an aircraft’s sonic boom loudness
during flight. One such method might employ active localized aircraft geometry changes to
influence the local supersonic flow field. The methods for identifying the required geometry
changes to achieve these sonic boom loudness improvements are the subject of the current
work.
1.2 University Leadership Initiative - Adaptive Aerostructures for Revolution-
ary Civil Supersonic Transportation
The current work is part of a NASA University Leadership Initiative titled “Adaptive
Aerostructures for Revolutionary Civil Supersonic Transportation”, hereafter referred to
as the ULI. The ULI is studying the feasibility of using localized aircraft outer mold line
(OML) structural adaptivity to reduce an aircraft’s sonic boom loudness at the off-design
flight conditions mentioned previously. Identifying and implementing the OML changes
required to return an aircraft’s perceived loudness to permissible levels for overland flight
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would expand the range of its realizable operating conditions. The current work is done in
support of the overall ULI objective.
1.2.1 University Leadership Initiative - Previous USU Work
The work of the Utah State University Aerolab within the ULI has focused on low-
fidelity aerodynamic and sonic boom prediction tools. Previous work by Giblette utilized
the PANAIR panel code within a sonic boom prediction framework [12]. PANAIR was used
to generate the surface pressure solution for a supersonic body as well as sampling of the
off-body pressure signature [13]. A major challenge that Giblette addressed was developing
a method for automated PANAIR mesh generation utilizing preexisting unstructured CFD
meshes. Generating the structured PANAIR mesh from an existing CFD mesh ensured the
geometric errors between solutions were minimal [14]. The work of Giblette was successful
to some extent but ran into issues with limitations on the number of panels that could be
used within PANAIR as well as violations of a number of the linear supersonic assumptions
when trying to generate the surface pressure distributions on more complex geometries.
Breaking these assumptions resulted in numerical errors in the surface pressure solution
and large, non-physical, shock characteristics in the near-field. Bolander attempted to
remedy this issue by splicing the usable forward portion of the PANAIR near-field signature
with a correct aft signature [15]. He found limited success in applying this technique once
modifications to the aircraft’s OML were applied.
In addition to PANAIR, the sonic boom prediction framework developed by Giblette
includes an atmospheric propagation code called sBOOM. sBOOM is a code developed by
NASA that numerically solves the Augmented Burgers Equations and includes the effects
of thermosviscous absorption and molecular relaxation [16]. sBOOM can take a pressure
signature, equivalent-area distribution, and F-function, each effectively a different repre-
sentation of a supersonic aircraft’s pressure signature, as input. sBOOM does not assume
a zero shock thickness, like previous atmospheric propagation models, and can take at-
mospheric inputs such as humidity, temperature, and wind profiles. These features make
sBOOM ideal for application within the current work and the ULI as a whole.
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In the context of Figure 1.1, PANAIR is used to generate the near-field pressure sig-
natures and sBOOM is used to propagate them through the atmosphere to obtain the
ground signatures. The mid-field signatures can be found using sBOOM to propagate to
intermediate altitudes if desired. The final step in the sonic boom prediction framework is
estimating the loudness of the ground signature. A code called PyLdB was developed by
Bolander as an open source pressure signature loudness tool [17]. This code is based on
Stevens’ Mark VII method for calculating the perceived level in decibels (PLdB) and has
been benchmarked against other widely used sonic boom loudness tools [18] 1.
Figure 1.2 demonstrates the sonic boom prediction framework outlined here. This
framework forms the foundation of the studies outlined in the current work. Additional
methods for representing an supersonic aircraft’s near-field pressure signature will be dis-
cussed in the literature review chapter that follows.
Fig. 1.2: Sonic boom prediction framework.
1https://github.com/usuaero/PyLdB
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1.2.2 University Leadership Initiative - Current USU Work
The studies specific to the current work utilize low-fidelity methods to explore the de-
sign space created from the localized geometric changes to an aircraft’s OML. Two general
low-fidelity methods are used in this work and are described in detail in the computational
methods chapter that follows. The NASA 25D concept aircraft and its axisymmetric rep-
resentation, as provided by the 2017 2nd AIAA Sonic Boom Prediction Workshop, are the
aircraft geometries that are studied in this work [9].
The design space exploration begins with identifying simple OML changes that reduce
loudness in a standard atmospheric profile. These results are used to constrain a genetic
algorithm implemented to find optimum changes to the OML for a number of different
atmospheric conditions. This optimization is initially performed using a single geometry
change and then is expanded to include a second. The design space exploration is then
advanced to include the effects of off-design flight conditions such as Mach number, angle of
attack, azimuth angle, and atmospheric profiles. These off-design studies are initially done
using the single geometry change but a second method is utilized that is capable of larger
continuous changes. These larger changes are found to be necessary to achieve a higher
level of sonic boom loudness reduction. Additionally, a brief comparison of the effects of
unpowered and powered models of the 25D is made. The results of this work are used
to identify the locations and magnitudes of geometric changes that can be used in higher
fidelity inverse design studies and by a design team developing an adaptive structure capable
of morphing in flight.
The low-fidelity methods outlined in the current work offer significant time savings over
higher fidelity methods, such as CFD or panel methods, when exploring a design space such
as the one described here. When using CFD, studying the effects of small changes to an
aircraft’s geometry often requires running entire solutions for each iteration. These CFD
solutions become cumbersome and intractable when the design space includes hundreds
or thousands of possible changes. The low-fidelity methods used here offer a first-order
approach for identifying the locations and magnitudes that are most sensitive to geometric
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changes. While the low-fidelity solutions do not contain exact information about the changes
to a full aircraft, they can significantly reduce computation time by narrowing down the
types of solutions that should be explored using the higher fidelity methods.
The methods outlined in the current work are especially well suited for the goal of the
ULI in identifying locations to implement distributed discrete OML structure adaptation.
These methods could also prove useful in preliminary supersonic aircraft design where the
baseline OML needs to be designed to meet some sonic boom loudness constraint. The
current tools could be used to identify problem areas of an OML and estimate the required
adjustments to the geometry. The simplicity of these methods provides ample opportunity




A wide range of theories and tools have been developed to study the physics of the
creation and propagation of sonic booms. These tools vary in fidelity and application and
each have their own limitations and advantages. The current chapter looks to summarize
a number of these tools and theories and present them in the context of a modern sonic
boom prediction framework.
Most modern supersonic tools and methods still use concepts rooted in the classical
linear supersonic theory. Linear supersonic theory involves estimating the flow around a
super sonic body using linear approximations within the equations describing the full three
dimensional flow. The result of these approximations are equations that capture the most
important aspects of the flow around the supersonic body, but at the cost of some accuracy.
This approach is used in estimating the wave drag of a supersonic body and has produced
well known solutions such as the supersonic area rule and the Sears-Haack body [19–21].
In its application to sonic booms and off body pressure predictions, linear theory predicts
disturbances that move along parallel characteristic lines. These parallel characteristic lines
have proved to be incorrect and modifications to the original linear theory were made by
Whitham [22]. Whitham developed a way to model non-linear effects that produced curved
characteristics. The modificaitons to linear theory by Whitham became known as modified
linear theory which provides the foundation for many of the concepts that follow.
2.1 Classical Sonic Boom Theory - Equivalent Area
The first and most relevant sonic boom theory that is applied in the current work is
the concept of the supersonic equivalent area. The supersonic equivalent area is describe
in detail in the literature by Plotkin, Carlson and Maglieri, and Seebass [23–25] with the
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description by Carlson and Maglieri being especially good for gaining a conceptual under-
standing of the subject. The information contained within those documents forms the basis
for the summary that is provided here.
The premise of the supersonic equivalent area is that the pressure disturbances caused
by an arbitrary three dimensional body traveling at supersonic speeds can be viewed as
originating from a body of revolution with the same distribution of area as the original
three dimensional body. There are two major contributions to the equivalent area that
must be represented by this body of revolution. The first is the geometric area distribution
of the original supersonic body. The second is an area distribution that is a function of
the longitudinal distribution of lift. Equation (2.1) is the relationship for the area from lift






L(t, φ) dt (2.1)
Here t is a dummy variable of integration. The total equivalent area is a superposition
of the area from volume and the area from lift, as shown in Eq.(2.2)
AEq(x, φ) = AV (x, φ) +AL(x, φ) (2.2)
Here φ is an azimuth angle around the supersonic body, indicating there is a different
equivalent-area distribution at each azimuth angle. The distribution of φ is demonstrated
in Fig. 2.1.
For Mach numbers greater than one, the distribution of lift and area must be found
using cuts taken by the fore Mach cone defined in an observers frame of reference. The
fore Mach cone represents the domain of influence a particular supersonic body will have
on a observer. The shape of this fore Mach cone is a result of the manner in which the
pressure disturbances, traveling at the speed of sound, propagate relative to a body moving
faster than the speed of sound. It is at the instance that a supersonic body crosses the
surface of the fore Mach cone that an observer, some distance below the body, begins to
10
Fig. 2.1: Azimuth angle relative to a supersonic body.
feel its influence. The distribution of the body’s area and lift are what ultimately create
the disturbances felt by the observer. At distances far enough away from the body, these
fore Mach cone cuts can be approximated using tangent planes inclined at the freestream
Mach angle. The fore Mach cone and the Mach angle inclined planes are demonstrated in
Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2.3 respectively.
Fig. 2.2: Fore Mach cone.
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Fig. 2.3: Tangent Mach plane slices.
For the geometric area, the Mach plane cut area is projected onto a constant x plane,
normal to the freestream. The lift distribution used in the integration of Eq.(2.1) is the net
force normal to the freestream acting on the perimeter of a particular Mach plane cut [25].
Again, the superposition of these two area contributions results in the total equivalent area.
Under this traditional formulation of equivalent area, the peak value of the equivalent area
during steady level flight is defined by the total weight of the aircraft. The total equivalent-
area distribution appears in the relationship for the Whitham F-function shown in Eq.(2.3).








The Whitham F-function is an intermediate value that maps the distribution of area
back to its influence on pressure disturbances. Many of the original sonic boom minimization
efforts worked with the F-function directly [26, 27]. Equation (2.4) shows the relationship
between the Whitham F-function and overpressure.




The relationships between the equivalent-area distribution and the off-body pressure
signature allow for estimating how changes to an aircraft’s equivalent area, through either
volume or lift contributions, will affect the aircraft’s off-body pressure signature and ulti-
mately its sonic boom loudness. This approach has been used in a number of studies where
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changes in the volume of an aircraft were used to approach some low boom equivalent-area
goal [5, 6, 28]. The general approach of making changes to an equivalent-area distribution
in place of modifying a full 3D geometry configuration is the basis of the current work.
2.2 Reversed Equivalent Area
The traditional methods of generating an aircraft’s equivalent-area distribution gener-
ally involve Mach plane slicing, as was outlined in the previous section. This process begins
with solving or estimating the surface pressure distribution around a supersonic body and
then performing the necessary slicing and integration to solve Eq.(2.1) and Eq.(2.2). Using
the surface pressure in this manner inherently ignores additional 3D flow effects that occur
within the immediate vicinity of a supersonic aircraft [7]. With the advent of modern CFD
tools, pressure distributions can be sampled around a supersonic aircraft at some desired
radial distance. This allows the 3D flow effects to further develop before the pressure is
sampled. If the sampling occurs far enough away from the aircraft it can be assumed that
the pressure distribution has fully developed and is now linear with propagation distance
relative to the aircraft.
The ability to sample a near-field pressure signature from a CFD solution has lead to
an alternative approach for generating an equivalent-area distribution. Li and Rallabhandi
outline this approach and provide the necessary equation for applying this to a near-field
pressure signature [7]. The concept uses the Whitham F-function, Eq.(2.3), and its rela-
tionship to the overpressure, Eq.(2.4), to solve for the equivalent-area distribution. The















x− t dt, (2.5)
Here R is the radial distance away from the aircraft that the pressure distribution was
sampled. This approach has been used in a number of previous equivalent-area matching
studies [6,7,28] and provides more accurate estimates of an aircraft’s sonic boom loudness.
Relative to the current work, the process of generating an equivalent area from a CFD
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near-field solution provides a stronger link between the low-fidelity sonic boom prediction
framework and the higher fidelity CFD solutions.
A challenge of this process arises when considering how a change to equivalent area
translates to the full 3D geometry. Because the reversed equivalent area is no longer the
superposition of volume and lift effects alone, it becomes much more difficult to inversely
model how an equivalent-area change relates to one or both of the traditional equivalent-
area contributions. The scope of this problem will not be covered in the current work but
one known method is commonly referred to as an inverse design scheme. The premise of
the inverse design is to utilize a free form deformation tool to modify a CFD mesh until
the resulting pressure signature produces an equivalent area that matches the modified
equivalent-area distribution target [7].
Within the scope of the ULI, the results of the current work are provided to the CFD
teams to perform an inverse design, as it has been described here. Details of this process are
omitted here but the work by Weaver-Rosen et al outlines one approach to implementing
this process in a larger sonic boom minimization framework [29].
2.3 Signature Propagation and Atmospheric Effects
Methods for propagating a pressure signature to the ground have evolved extensively
over the history of sonic boom research. Early calculations were based in linear and modified
linear theory and could be done without the use of a computer [22]. As more considera-
tion towards the effects of real atmospheres was made, it became necessary to model the
propagation using computer algorithms. Many of these computer algorithms were based
in linear and modified linear theory and were incapable of predicting shock rise times and
shock merging. Because sonic boom loudness metrics are highly dependent on the frequency
content of a signature [30], the empirical methods that could be used to modify the linear
results and estimate shock rise times were often inadequate [16,18].
To overcome the issues encountered within linear theory, researchers such as Rallab-
handi began using a modified form of the Burgers equation. The code written by Rallab-
handi, known as sBOOM, implements various improvements that account for absorption,
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molecular relaxation, and atmospheric stratification [16]. sBOOM also includes the ability
to use an F-function, equivalent area, or pressure signature as input. Additional features of
sBOOM include its ability to handle inputs for non-standard atmospheres including tem-
perature and humidity distributions and stratified wind profiles. The ability to estimate
finite shock rise times and an extensive array of input options has made sBOOM a widely
used atmospheric propagation code. It is the propagation method that is used in the current
work.
2.4 Low Boom Aircraft Design - NASA 25D
The results presented in the current work are focused on a single aircraft configuration
to demonstrate the methods and tools used. This aircraft is the NASA 25D concept which
was the subject of study of the 2017 2nd AIAA Sonic Boom Prediction Workshop (SBPW)
[9]. The 25D configuration was originally designed to demonstrate a number of the tools,
mentioned previously, for generating an outer mold line capable of meeting some low boom
PLdB goal in a standard atmospheric profile. Trim conditions and full carpet boom loudness
were also influential on the original design of the 25D [31, 32]. It is worth noting that the
SBPW used 4 distinct representations of the 25D and its near-field signature. The first
was an axisymmetric geometry, the second was a wing-body configuration, and the final
two were the full 25D with and without a powered engine nacelle. The majority of the
results shared in the current work focus on the axisymmetric geometry and the 25D with
a flow-thru engine nacelle. Because of the large amount of existing studies, data, and
computational meshes available, the 25D provided a good starting point to test the off-
design localized OML changes proposed by the ULI and the current work. The on-design
cruise flight conditions of the 25D are a Mach number of 1.6 and an angle of attack of
3.375◦.
CHAPTER 3
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS AND TOOLS
There are three sets of tools used in this work to explore the design space of geometric
changes to a supersonic aircraft with the goal of reducing its sonic boom loudness. The
first method produces a near-field pressure signature using the PANAIR panel code and the
axisymmetric geometry representation of the aircraft’s equivalent area. Previous work has
demonstrated that PANAIR can be used to produce good near-field results for the 25D’s
axisymmetric geometry [12]. The near-field signature found using PANAIR is passed to the
NASA sBOOM Sonic Boom Propagation code to produce a ground signature. The ground
signature produced by sBOOM is analyzed using an in-house code called PyLdB to estimate
the sonic boom loudness at the ground. This code is based on Stevens’ Mark VII method
for calculating the perceived level in decibels (PLdB) 1. The studies done using this method
apply small changes to the axisymmetric geometry before generating the near-field pressure
signature.
In the second method, the aircraft’s equivalent-area distribution is passed directly to
sBOOM. This removes the need of PANAIR for producing the near-field pressure signature.
sBOOM propagates the resulting pressure signature to the ground and the loudness is
calculated using PyLdB. In this method, the studies are done using small discrete changes
to the equivalent area before each resulting pressure signature is propagated to the ground.
In the third method, larger continuous changes are made to the equivalent area before the
resulting pressure signature is propagated to the ground. Each of these methods is described
in detail in the sections that follow.
1https://github.com/usuaero/PyLdB
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3.1 Axisymmetric Geometry and PANAIR Panel Code
The axisymmetric geometry method, hereafter referred to as AXIE, is used to explore
the design space of small geometric changes to the OML of the 25D and their effect on
PLdB at the ground. The geometry used was provided by the 2017 2nd AIAA Sonic Boom
Workshop and the PANAIR panel solution using this geometry was studied extensively in
previous work by Giblette [12]. The small geometry changes are achieved by modifying the
radius of the AXIE PANAIR mesh with a parameterized Gaussian function to add a single
deformation at some axial location. The Gaussian deformation is specified with a length
equivalent to one standard deviation, a height or amplitude, and the axial location on the
geometry, as shown in Fig. 3.1. The axisymmetric property of the geometry is conserved
by adding the deformation to the entire circumference of the modified section. Figure 3.2
shows an example of the AXIE PANAIR mesh with a deformation added.










































































Fig. 3.1: Gaussian deformation description.
The design space is explored by analyzing all combinations of deformation parameters
within a specified range. A range of positive and negative deformation heights as well as
the axial locations are generated with a specified number of evenly spaced values. The
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Fig. 3.2: PANAIR axisymmetric (AXIE) geometry mesh with positive deformation.
full combination of heights and locations are analyzed for a set deformation length and the
resulting near-field signatures are propagated to the ground where the loudness of each is
recorded. This analysis is performed for multiple deformation lengths until the design space
has been explored to a desired level. To visualize the design space, the change in PLdB from
the baseline AXIE PLdB for each deformation is mapped on a colored contour plot. These
contour plots serve as a simple way to identify the locations and magnitudes of geometry
changes that provide a reduction in PLdB.
3.2 Equivalent-Area Distribution - Discrete Deformations
As discussed previously, the near-field pressure disturbances of a body in linearized
supersonic flow are affected by the lift and cross-sectional area distribution of the body. The
superposition of these two contributions result in the total equivalent-area distribution. The
relationship between the equivalent-area distribution, the near-field pressure disturbances,
and the Whitham F-Function can be used to extend the concept of the equivalent area
to capture higher-order flow effects. This work will utilize this relationship in the form of















x− t dt, (3.1)
In this work, the near-field signature for the NASA 25D has been generated for different
flight conditions using a full Euler CFD solution. Additional near-field signatures from the
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2017 2nd AIAA Sonic Boom Prediction Workshop are also used. These near-field signatures
are converted to equivalent-area distributions using a code based on Eq.(3.1) 2. This method
allows for results that more closely couple the high and low-fidelity methods being used in
the ULI.
The discrete deformation equivalent-area method is implemented in a manner similar
to the AXIE method in exploring the design space. The equivalent-area distribution is
modified with a similar parameterized Gaussian deformation. The height of the deformation
represents the amplitude of the change in area and the length of the deformation is the range
over which the change influences the area distribution. Figure 3.3 shows the variation in
the equivalent area achieved by adding a Gaussian deformation to the original distribution.
The design space is explored in the same way as the AXIE, with each study determined
by a deformation length with varying deformation height and location. Contour plots are
generated for the difference in PLdB from the baseline for comparison.



























Additionally, the discrete deformation method is used to study the effects of different
atmospheric profiles on optimal deformations. Throughout the current work, the term
optimal refers to the most effective deformations identified using the techniques outlined
rather than a solution found using typical optimization computational guarantees. In this
study a genetic algorithm (GA) known as the predictive parametric Pareto genetic algorithm
(P3GA) is used [33]. This algorithm is a tool available through the ULI and has the
functionality to run parametric optimization studies. In the scope of the current work,
these parametric optimization tools are not used and thus the algorithm is more inline with
a simplified GA method similar to NSGA-II [34]. A genetic algorithm is well suited for
the problem at hand due to the likelihood of the existence of many local minimum and the
black box nature of the sonic boom loudness tools used. Details of the problem formulation
used with P3GA are included in the discrete deformation results section.
3.3 Equivalent-Area Distribution - Continuous Deformations
The continuous deformation equivalent-area method expands on the approach used in
the discrete deformation method. This method uses a continuous cubic spline that is defined
by any number of nodes that are equally spaced in the axial direction of the equivalent-
area distribution. The end points, here chosen to be the first point of the equivalent-area
distribution and a point slightly behind the last location representing a physical slice through
the aircraft, are specified to have a zero first derivative and zero second derivative condition
at the first and last points respectively. Everywhere along the interior of the cubic spline
is twice continuously differentiable, by definition. This cubic spline fills the same role as
the discrete parameterized deformation in that it represents a deviation from the original
equivalent-area distribution.
The cubic spline represents a continuous deformation to the equivalent area that can be
changed by activating and modifying the y value, representing the change in area, of each
node or some subset of nodes. Additionally, if desired, the total number of nodes or the
way they are distributed can be modified. Figure 3.4 shows an example of the continuous
deformation with only a small section of the nodes active.
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Fig. 3.4: Modified and unmodified equivalent-area distributions using the continuous defor-
mation method.
The continuous deformation studies are done exclusively using a Python based gradient
optimization tool [35]. Specifically, these studies utilize the SLSQP minimization method









g(AE,r(yi))− g(AE,r(yi,0)) + ∆PLdBgoal ≤ 0
(3.2)
Where g(AE,r(yi)) provides the total PLdB produced through running the sBOOM
and PyLdB tools and yi is the set of parameters representing deviations in the y value
of the cubic spline mentioned previously. Essentially, the optimization method is used to
minimize the change in equivalent area while matching some specified reduction in PLdB.
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It is important to note that here the reduction in PLdB is set as a constraint and not as an
objective function. This gives some flexibility in choosing what kind of solution is desired.
Using this formulation, specific large or small PLdB goals can be set as well as a goal to
simply return back to some baseline PLdB. Additional constraints used in this work are
discussed in more detail in the continuous deformation results section.
The gradient based optimization approach outlined here allows for rapid study of differ-
ent atmospheric profiles and different flight conditions. It is because of the lower computa-
tional load that the gradient based optimization is used with the more complex continuous
deformation model.
3.4 Off-Design Flight Conditions
In an effort to identify more robust aircraft geometry changes for reducing sonic boom
loudness, the equivalent-area methods outlined here are used to study a number of different
off-design flight conditions. The aircraft flight variables considered in these studies are
perturbations to Mach number, angle of attack, and azimuth angle. Atmospheric profiles
with varying temperature, humidity, wind, and effective height above ground are explored
as well. First, visual representations of the design space, as described previously, are used to
identify locations and magnitudes of geometric aircraft changes most effective at reducing
loudness. These visual representations help to formulate constraints within each of the
optimization methods that have been discussed. Second, the discrete deformation method
is used to study small changes in different atmospheric profiles. Lastly, the larger continuous
deformation method is used to study the area changes required for larger reductions in PLdB
at off-design conditions.
The use of the equivalent-area method provides a significant reduction in computation
time. Because of this, the equivalent-area method is used for the bulk of the design space
exploration. Specifically, the results for the standard atmospheric design condition are
obtained using both the PANAIR AXIE and equivalent-area methods for comparison, while
all off-design flight studies are done using the equivalent-area method alone.
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The atmospheric profiles used in these studies are generated from weather measure-
ments produced by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)3. Re-
lated work that used the same process for generating atmospheric profiles was presented
by Lazzara et al [37]. For the discrete deformation atmospheric studies, the profiles were
pulled at a variety of latitude and longitude combinations for measurements taken on June
18, 2018. For the continuous deformation studies, the profiles were from atmospheric data
sampled along a simulated flight path over the course of an entire year. These atmospheric
profiles include distributions of humidity, temperature, and atmospheric winds which are
all used as inputs to the NASA sBOOM code.
3This data is pulled directly from twisterdata.com, a website developed and maintained by David Demko
and Donald Giuliano.
CHAPTER 4
DISCRETE DEFORMATIONS: PANAIR AND EQUIVALENT-AREA RESULTS
4.1 Standard Atmosphere
This work begins with exploring the effects of geometric changes to a supersonic aircraft
in a standard atmospheric profile with no wind. The standard atmospheric profile is built
into the NASA sBOOM code and defines a relative humidity for a given altitude [16]. The
following studies are done using a cruise altitude of 45,000 ft (13.716 km). The results
using the standard atmospheric profile provide a baseline for comparison in the proceeding
studies.
4.1.1 AXIE Geometry Design Space Visualization
The AXIE design space is explored and visualized by analyzing cases for combinations
of discrete Gaussian deformations over a range of heights, lengths, and locations. The range
of axial locations includes 140 values from 0 to 50 m and the range of deformation heights
includes 60 values between ±0.05 m. The deformation lengths used are 0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75,
1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 m. Figure 4.1 shows the design space using a Gaussian deformation with
a length of 1.5 m where the contours show a change in PLdB from the baseline. Regions of
blue indicate a reduction in PLdB and regions of red indicate an increase from the baseline.
Figure 4.1 shows minima at locations ranging from 12 m to 35 m. The minima at 12
m and 35 m are of particular interest and the deformation heights at these minima indicate
that a reduction in the cross-sectional area is necessary to provide a reduction in PLdB.
Plots of other deformation lengths show similar results but with varying degrees of PLdB
reduction. Another cut through the design space can be visualized by varying deformation
height and length while holding the axial location constant. The results shown in Fig. 4.2
show the minimum at a deformation length between 1.0 and 1.75 m. Figure 4.2 also shows
24
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Fig. 4.1: Change in PLdB from baseline using AXIE model with a deformation length of
1.5 m.
that loudness is less dependent on deformation length than on height and location.
The minimum for the cases analyzed using the AXIE method was found to be a re-
duction of 1.73 PLdB for a deformation located at 34.89 m with a height and length of
-0.0059 m and 1.5 m respectively. Figure 4.3 provides a visual representation of the full
design space with the axes of the figure representing the different deformation parameters.
4.1.2 Equivalent-Area Design Space Visualization
The equivalent-area design space is visualized in the same way as the AXIE design
space. The major difference between the two methods being that the equivalent-area dis-
tribution is modified and changed directly using the Gaussian function. The range of the
Gaussian amplitudes is changed to ±0.35 m2 because it now represents a change in area
rather than radius as in the AXIE method. Figure 4.4 shows the equivalent-area design
space with the same 1.5 m deformation length as the AXIE plot (Fig. 4.1).
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Fig. 4.2: Change in PLdB from baseline using AXIE model with an axial location of 35 m.
Fig. 4.3: Complete AXIE deformation design space.
There are similarities between the results of the equivalent-area method and those of
the AXIE method. There are minima around the 12 m, 32 m, and 35 m locations, just as
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Fig. 4.4: Change in PLdB from baseline using the equivalent-area model with a deformation
length of 1.5 m.
with the AXIE results. The equivalent-area method uses a slightly different approach than
the AXIE method to explore this design space but, even though magnitudes of the minima
are different, the similarities in locations and the other trends seen in the design space are
very similar.
The goal of these studies is to provide locations and magnitudes of localized changes
in geometry that are feasible for the actual aircraft geometry. This means that the results
need to be constrained to magnitudes and locations that are feasible for the methods and
techniques being used to accomplish the physical geometry changes. The design space
exploration is useful as a first approach for gaining an understanding of the design space and,
using these results, identifying realizable locations and magnitudes of geometry changes.
Figure 4.5 shows an equivalent-area design space for a Gaussian deformation with a 1 m
standard deviation. An image of the NASA 25D with Mach lines is included for reference at
the top of the figure. The minimum around the 12 m mark appears to correspond to the area
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cut through the fuselage just before the wing. The minima at the 32 m mark correspond to
the areas around the engine and the vertical and horizontal stabilizers. Locations further
back than the 33 m mark correspond to area contributions from the vertical stabilizer and
aircraft wake, which makes them difficult, if not impossible, to modify. Because of this, con-
straints used in the discrete deformation optimization studies are set to hold deformations
to an axial location within 32.92 m (length of 25D). Deformation heights and lengths are
also constrained to magnitudes between ±0.05 m and 0.125 m to 2 m respectively. These
constraints were chosen as rough estimates of the ranges that would be considered feasible
for adaptive aircraft structure design.
Fig. 4.5: Change in PLdB from baseline using equivalent-area model with physical repre-
sentation of 25D aircraft for reference.
4.1.3 Optimization Benchmarking
In an effort to benchmark P3GA with the discrete deformation method, the AXIE
method and P3GA are used together to identify the minimizing location, height, and length
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variables for a deformation in the conditions and with the same constraints specified by the
AXIE design space study. The P3GA solution is a deformation located at 35.04 m along
the axis with a height and length of -0.0065 m and 1.30 m, respectively. This falls within
the optimal basin seen in Fig. 4.1 and 4.2 for the AXIE design space exploration.
4.2 Historical Atmospheric Data: Optimization Using P3GA and Discrete
Equivalent-Area Deformations
The following studies use the discrete deformation method and the genetic algorithm
called P3GA. Here the design variables are the location, height, and length that define a
Gaussian deformation. The objective is to minimize the total PLdB from an equivalent-area
distribution in different atmospheric profiles. Details of the methods used for generating
the atmospheric profiles and the genetic algorithm P3GA have been discussed previously.
Constraints for the design variables were identified through the design space visualisation
results and are used to maintain reasonable Gaussian deformations within this study. The























where ∆PLdB∗ represents the final change in perceived loudness, PLdB0 is the perceived
loudness of the unmodified equivalent-area distribution, and x is the vector of design vari-
ables specifying the location, amplitude, and length of each deformation. F (x) repre-
sents the sBOOM and PyLdB tools used to produce the PLdB generated from a modified
equivalent-area distribution. Problem (4.1) is solved to find the most effective deformation
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for reducing PLdB in each atmospheric profile.
The results for the single deformation case are summarized in Table 4.1. Each of the
final deformations are located near either the 12 m location or the 32 m location. These
are the same locations that were identified as local minimums in the standard atmosphere
design space visualization study. These results indicate that area should be removed in the
12 m location and added in the 32 m location, regardless of atmospheric profile.
Table 4.1: Most effective single deformation for multiple atmospheres.
Deformation
Latitude (◦) Longitude (◦) Location (m) Amplitude (m2) Length (m) ∆PLdB∗ (dB)
34 -118 32.38 0.0198 0.992 -0.84
35 -112 32.39 0.0195 0.974 -1.01
36 -105 11.74 -0.0121 0.744 -0.82
37 -99 11.78 -0.0137 0.826 -0.78
38 -93 11.78 -0.0129 0.716 -0.82
39 -87 32.66 0.0153 0.766 -0.84
40 -80 32.35 0.0200 0.999 -1.03
The results in Table 4.1 show that the neither the 12 m or 32 m locations are best
for all atmospheric profiles. While the reductions in loudness are all around 1 PLdB, there
is a trade-off between the 12 m and 32 m locations being the most effective, depending
on atmospheric profile. A study of what atmospheric properties might be dictating this
exchange is a potential area of future work.
Next, the optimization is performed using two Gaussian deformations simultaneously.
The results for this study are shown in Table 4.2. Again we see the combination of de-
formations around the 12 m and 32 m locations being found as most effective for each of
the atmospheric profiles studied. Although the sample of atmospheric profiles is relatively
small, these results suggest that the two locations identified near 12 m and 32 m should be
primary locations of interest for deforming the full 25D geometry in higher-fidelity studies.
These locations are shown relative to the full geometry in Fig. 4.6.
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Table 4.2: Most effective simultaneous deformations for multiple atmospheres.
Deformation 1 Deformation 2
Latitude Longitude Location Amplitude Length Location Amplitude Length ∆PLdB∗
(◦) (◦) (m) (m2) (m) (m) (m2) (m) (dB)
34 -118 11.77 -0.0118 0.722 32.27 0.0207 1.035 -1.88
35 -112 11.74 -0.0128 0.777 31.98 0.0167 1.061 -1.54
36 -105 11.77 -0.0098 0.723 28.37 0.0102 0.753 -1.27
37 -99 11.74 -0.0147 0.977 32.25 0.0204 1.021 -2.17
38 -93 11.82 -0.0130 0.772 32.33 0.0195 0.977 -2.03
39 -87 11.81 -0.0131 0.733 32.27 0.0204 1.021 -2.09







Fig. 4.6: Mach angle cuts of locations of interest identified on full 25D geometry.
4.3 Off-Design Flight Condition Sensitivity
An aircraft capable of changing its sonic boom signature during flight will be most
useful if it can do so over a wide range of supersonic flight conditions. This study examines
the effects of Mach number, angle of attack, and azimuth angle on the optimal deformations
for reducing loudness. A brief study is done on how using an equivalent-area distribution
from a powered CFD model versus an unpowered flow-thru model also affects the optimal
deformations. Examining the effects of these conditions using the models previously built for
the standard flight conditions allows for easy comparison. Near-field pressure distributions
are found using Euler CFD solutions for the 25D at the varying flight conditions listed
above. These pressure distributions are converted to equivalent-area distributions using the
reversed equivalent-area code described previously.
In these studies, the discrete deformation equivalent-area method is used to explore
the design space for each flight condition. This design space is the same as described
in the standard atmosphere study where the three dimensions of the design space are the
deformation location, height, and length. The PLdB is found for 90000 data points using 100
different axial locations, 30 heights, and 30 deformation lengths. The optimal equivalent-
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area deformation for reducing loudness from the baseline for both the fore and aft locations
of the aircraft, defined here as the front and rear half of the aircraft, are identified within
the data points.
4.3.1 Mach Number
We first consider small perturbations in Mach number. The equivalent-area distri-
butions for Mach number perturbations of ±0.5 along with the on-design condition are
generated from full Euler CFD solutions. All other flight parameters are held constant in
a standard atmospheric profile at 50,000 ft (15.24 km). Figure 4.7 shows the amplitude,
length, location, and resulting PLdB for the optimal fore and aft deformations.
The design space exploration results show that both the 12 m and 32 m locations
remain optimal for each of the Mach numbers studied. The amplitude of the deformations
at those locations are found to have very little sensitivity to deviations in Mach number.
The length of the deformations show some variation at the lowest Mach number, but are
otherwise consistent. Figure 4.7 also shows that PLdB is fairly sensitive to Mach number
over the range studied. At a Mach number perturbation of −0.5 the fore location provides a
greater reduction in PLdB than the aft location, which is opposite from all previous results.
This indicates there is variation in the effectiveness of these deformations with respect to
deviations in Mach number.
These results indicate that implementing structural adaptivity to change the equivalent
area at both of these locations, 12 m and 32 m, remains a viable approach to reducing
loudness, even with changing Mach number. The change in optimal location for the −0.5
Mach perturbation case indicates some variation exists in this range of Mach numbers
and future work should focus on studying a larger range of Mach numbers with more
intermediate Mach values.
4.3.2 Angle of Attack
The aircraft’s angle of attack is the next off-design parameter studied. The equivalent-





























































































Fig. 4.7: Optimal deformation results vs. ∆Mach.
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condition are generated from full Euler CFD solutions. Figure 4.8 shows the resulting































































































Fig. 4.8: Optimal deformation results vs. angle of attack.
The design space exploration results are similar to those seen in the Mach number and
historical atmospheric studies. The amplitude and length of the aft deformations are far
more sensitive to angle of attack than the the amplitude and length of the fore deformations.
The optimal deformation locations appear to be insensitive to angle of attack. These results
demonstrate that the optimal deformations have some dependence on angle of attack, but
do not vary significantly from the on-design results.
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Figure 4.8 also shows that the achievable loudness is sensitive to angle of attack. The
aft location is optimal for both the on-design and smaller angles of attack but the optimal
switches to the fore location for the larger angle of attack, similar to what was seen for a
smaller Mach number. These results continue to support the trend of a bimodal optimum
that demonstrates the fore and aft locations being necessary to recover from the increase
in PLdB caused by these off-design flight parameters. Again, future work should focus on
a larger and more populated range of angle of attack, which could provide more insight to
the variations seen in the optimal deformation across the current range of angles of attack.
4.3.3 Azimuth Angle
Sensitivity to azimuth angle was also considered. The near-field signatures from Euler
solutions for azimuth angles between 0◦ and 50◦ at 2◦ increments are converted to equivalent-
area distributions. Figure 4.9 shows the azimuth angle as defined from the undertrack of
the aircraft.
Fig. 4.9: Azimuth angle measured from the aircraft undertrack.
The optimal fore and aft deformations are identified and recorded using the same design
space exploration methods described previously. Figure 4.10 shows the optimal deformation
parameters as functions of azimuth angle for the fore and aft locations of the aircraft.
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Fig. 4.10: Optimal deformation results vs. azimuth angle.
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Figure 4.10 shows that the magnitudes and locations of the optimal deformation ampli-
tudes are consistent with those seen in previous studies and are fairly insensitive to azimuth
angle [38]. The length of these optimal deformations shows a large sensitivity to azimuth
angle; although, we have seen that, for a standard atmosphere, the loudness produced is
less sensitive to deformation length than the other parameters.
Figure 4.10 also shows large sensitivity to azimuth angles in the baseline and optimal
PLdB produced using a fore and aft deformation. The maximum PLdB occurs from the
near-field signature at an azimuth angle around 30◦ and an aft deformation always provides
a larger reduction in PLdB from the baseline. The results in Figure 4.10 show consistency
in the optimal location and amplitude of deformations but significant changes in length are
necessary to meet that optimum for different azimuth angles.
4.3.4 Powered Model
One model that the Sonic Boom Workshop has additional results for is a powered
aircraft with the engine plume. An equivalent-area model is created from the Workshop’s
near-field pressure signature of this powered aircraft and implemented in the design space
exploration. The powered pressure signature is only available for on-design flight conditions.
Therefore, the only comparisons that are made are to the unpowered on-design results.
Figure 4.11 shows loudness contours for the unpowered and powered models. A com-
parison of these plots shows some variations in the PLdB minima. The minimum at the
fore location appears mostly unchanged while the aft minimum has shifted further back
from the 32 m location. The baseline PLdB for the powered model is 81.10 PLdB, or about
1.5 PLdB greater than the unpowered model. The aft deformation on the powered model
is able to produce a 1.58 decrease in PLdB from the baseline, down to 79.52 PLdB, while
the aft deformation on the unpowered model produces a 1.66 decrease in PLdB, down to
77.97 PLdB.
Ideally, future work would incorporate more use of the powered model at the different
flight conditions examined thus far. The results of the baseline powered and unpowered
model comparison show the aft deformation shifting further back on the aircraft, to some-
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Fig. 4.11: Change in PLdB from baseline using equivalent-area model for unpowered and
powered 25D with deformation lengths of 1.03 and 1.16 m respectively.
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where on the vertical stabilizer. These results are still useful for informing the higher fidelity
studies with locations of interest to deform the full three-dimensional geometries.
4.4 Summary of the Discrete Deformation Studies
The results of the discrete deformation studies have continuously shown the locations
of 12 m and 32 m to be the most effective at reducing the loudness of the 25D. This
results holds true even when considering different atmospheric profiles and a small range of
off-design flight conditions. Efforts to modify the more complex 3D configurations of the
25D for use in CFD studies should begin with these two locations. The process used for
solving the inverse design problem of generating a 3D geometry that matches a modified
equivalent-area distribution is demonstrated in the work by Weaver-Rosen et al [29]. In
this work, the authors use an approach very similar to what has been done here to generate
a target modified equivalent area which helped reduce the CFD results down to a handful
of candidate solutions. The results presented in this discrete deformation equivalent-area
section have been published previously here [39].
CHAPTER 5
CONTINUOUS DEFORMATIONS: EQUIVALENT-AREA RESULTS
This section utilizes the continuous spline deformation outlined in the computational
methods section of this thesis. These studies look to further explore the changes to an
aircraft’s equivalent-area distribution that are required to reduce its sonic boom loudness
at a variety of off-design conditions. As in the discrete deformation studies, the equivalent-
area changes required to reduce PLdB for a number of atmospheric profiles and small
perturbations in Mach number and angle of attack are sought. These efforts are expanded
by looking at a few cases of combined Mach and angle of attack changes in a standard
atmosphere as well as in adverse atmospheric profiles.
The studies presented in this section utilize the same standard atmospheric profile as
described previously. A slightly larger altitude of 50,000 ft (15.240 km) is used in these
continuous deformation studies compared to the 45,000 ft used in the design space visu-
alization studies. This change in altitude was implemented to better align with the CFD
work and atmospheric profile studies that had been completed within the ULI between the
completion of the discrete deformation studies and the beginning of the current studies.
This change should have relatively little impact on the final solutions as it is the difference
in sonic boom loudness and not the total loudness that is of most interest in the current
work.
5.1 Deformation Method Comparison
Although the discrete and continuous deformation methods have been described previ-
ously, a visual comparison of the two methods will help orient the reader to the differences.
Figure 5.1 shows two solutions that achieve a 1 PLdB decrease for the 25D in a standard
atmosphere and at on-design flight conditions. The blue curve shows a symmetric discrete
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deformation at the 12-13 m location, similar to what has been identified as a location of
interest in previous studies. The orange curve is a continuous deformation solution that was
only active between the 7-16 m region. These solutions have some obvious similarities and
differences. The continuous solution shows a decrease in area in nearly the same location as
the discrete deformation, although the magnitude in area change as well as the length that
this particular decrease in area occurs over are both smaller. The continuous solution shows
additional regions of area change immediately before and after the 12 m decrease which is
not possible using the discrete deformation method. This comparison demonstrates the
advantage of the continuous deformation in a achieving larger and more varied changes to
the equivalent-area distribution. It is these larger changes that allow for greater reductions
to the sonic boom loudness.
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M: 0.000, AoA: 0.000
Fig. 5.1: Equivalent-area deformation method comparison using 1 PLdB solutions.
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5.2 Standard Atmosphere
One goal proposed by the ULI at its onset was to achieve loudness reductions of up to
5 PLdB. The discrete deformation studies showed that small single or double deformations
were only able to achieve reductions of about 2 PLdB. To explore the feasibility of this
larger PLdB reduction goal, a constraint of a 5 PLdB reduction is used in the gradient
optimization tools for the initial continuous deformation studies. The spacing of the cubic
spline nodes are chosen to strike a balance between computational time and the length of
individual deformations that could be represented. For the studies presented here, a spacing
of approximately 1.482 m is used between each node which provides a total of 28 nodes across
the 40 m length of the full spline. Only nodes between 0 and 36 m are active, resulting in 24
active nodes, and a constraint of ±0.075m2 is placed on the allowable vertical displacement
of the nodes. This effectively constrains changes to the equivalent area to the regions
associated with the Mach plane slicing of the physical aircraft and limits the magnitude
of changes to be within the effective range identified in the discrete deformation studies.
It is worth noting that these constraints represent a slight relaxation on the constraints
used in the discrete deformation studies. The axial locations that the area that can now be
modified include the region of the vertical stabilizer and the magnitude of allowed changes
are slightly larger. These changes are made to allow for larger deformations capable of
achieving the necessary changes in PLdB.
Figure 5.2 shows a continuous deformation solution for a 5 PLdB reduction in the
standard atmospheric profile. The familiar decrease in area around the 12 m location and
increase in area around the 33 m location are present. Additional features, such as the
gradual increase in area at the front of the distribution, stand out but all changes seem well
defined over the length of the aircraft.
5.3 Atmospheric Profiles From a Simulated Flight Path
An additional goal of the ULI was to simulate the loudness reducing adaptive structures
for an overland supersonic flight across the United States. A separate ULI team performed a
range of atmospheric profiling studies and chose Seattle, Boise, Denver, Dallas, and Miami as
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M: 0.000, AoA: 0.000
Fig. 5.2: Continuous deformation solution for a 5 PLdB reduction in the standard atmo-
sphere profile at on-design flight conditions.
locations along a flight path to sample atmospheric profiles. Figure 5.3 shows the simulated
flight path. The source of the atmospheric data analyzed was discussed previously. The
profiles chosen were worst-case scenarios for PLdB at these locations from data sampled
over the course of a year. The baseline PLdB for the 25D in these atmospheric profiles
can be seen in Table 5.1. While the deviation from the standard atmosphere PLdB for
these 5 atmospheric profiles is relatively low, it is still desirable to see how the necessary
deformations to an equivalent-area distribution might change.
A 5 PLdB constraint is again implemented in the gradient optimization tools. The
same constraints on the range of active nodes and the magnitude of allowable deflection
that were used in the standard atmosphere continuous deformation study are also used
here. Figure 5.4 shows the solutions for the different atmospheric profiles used. With the
exception of the Boise profile, all cases achieved a 5 PLdB reduction.
The front portion, including the gradual increase in area followed by the sudden de-
crease in area, and the aft portion, including the a sudden increase around 33 m, match
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Fig. 5.3: Locations of atmospheric profiles sampled along a simulated flight path.
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M: 0.000, AoA: 0.000
Fig. 5.4: Continuous deformation solutions for a 5 PLdB reduction in different atmospheric
profiles at on-design flight conditions.
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closely with the standard atmospheric solution. The solutions show the same decrease in
area around 12 m and increase in area around 33 m that has been seen in multiple previous
studies. While some signatures share a few common features in the center portion of the
solution, between 12 m and 33 m, there are no consistent and recognizable features between
all solutions in this region. It is interesting to note that the features common among all
solutions show a difference in magnitude dependent on atmospheric profile. This is most
obvious in the gradual rise at the front of the solutions and may suggest that similar de-
formations might be applicable in each profile and that only varying levels of deformation
magnitude are necessary to achieve the desired loudness reduction.
5.4 Off-Design Flight Conditions
This section looks to study the effects of off-design Mach number and angle of attack
using the continuous deformation method. Like in the off-design studies of the discrete de-
formation method, each off-design case requires an Euler CFD solution to generate the new
equivalent-area distribution. It is for this reason that only a few cases of off-design Mach
number and angle of attack are examined. Each of these off-design cases is ran using the
standard atmospheric profile with the same constraints to node location and displacement
magnitude as the previous continuous deformation studies. One major difference here is
instead of the arbitrary 5 PLdB reduction goal these studies will simply look to return the
PLdB back to the level of the 25D in a standard atmosphere at on-design flight conditions.
It is worth noting that the on-design equivalent area for the NASA 25D used here is slightly
different than the one used in the discrete deformation studies. This results in a slightly
lower baseline PLdB than previously shown. This change is a result of changing respon-
sibilities within the ULI and the new equivalent-area distribution is one that matches the
most current CFD work being done. A summary of the off-design values and results can be
found in Table 5.1.
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5.4.1 Mach Number
The Mach number cases that are studied here are the same as those studied in the
discrete deformation studies which included small perturbations of ±0.5 to the baseline
Mach number of 1.6. Figure 5.5 shows the original equivalent-area distributions as well as
the deformation solution for each Mach number case. The 5 PLdB standard atmosphere
solution is included for reference.
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Fig. 5.5: Continuous deformation solutions for off-design Mach number in a standard at-
mosphere.
In each case the change in PLdB from the on-design standard atmosphere was recov-
ered, although the solutions here are drastically different from what have seen previously. In
the ∆M = −0.500 case the required change in loudness was small as was the deformation
required to recover it. The change in PLdB for the ∆M = 0.5 case was larger and the
resulting solution includes a region of rapid area change at the front of the distribution and
a single larger positive deformation at the rear of the distribution around the 31 m mark.
Both solutions suggest that the front of the distribution is more sensitive to area change
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than has been seen in previous studies.
5.4.2 Angle of Attack
The angle of attack cases that were studied in the discrete deformation section included
perturbations of +0.200◦ and −0.400◦. Those cases are also used here in the continuous
deformation study but for the +0.200◦ case the resulting PLdB in a standard atmosphere
is lower than the on-design case. For that reason, Fig. 5.6 only shows the solution for
the −0.400◦ case. The original equivalent-area distributions are included for each of the
off-design cases.
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M: 0.000, AoA: 0.000
M: 0.000, AoA: 0.200
M: 0.000, AoA: -0.400
Fig. 5.6: Continuous deformation solutions for off-design angle of attack in a standard
atmosphere.
The −0.400◦ solution was able to recover the full 3.72 PLdB deviation from the on-
design case. This solution shows the front part of the distribution requiring similar os-
cillations in area deformation to what was seen in the Mach number study. There are a
few regions of more notable area changes such as the increases in area between 11 and 18
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m and between 23 and 30 m and the large decrease in area at the 31 m location. There
are no obvious similarities between this solution and any of the previous studies and it is
difficult to say what areas of the continuous deformation have the most impact on the total
PLdB change. This solution suggests that almost the entire length of the area distribution
is sensitive to area change.
5.4.3 Combined Mach Number and Angle of Attack
The final study using a standard atmospheric profile looks at cases of simultaneous
perturbations to Mach number and angle of attack. The first case is for a −0.017 pertur-
bation to Mach number and a −0.273◦ perturbation to angle of attack. The second case
is for a +0.071 perturbation to Mach number and a +0.392◦ perturbation to angle of at-
tack. Figure 5.7 shows the original equivalent-area distributions for each case as well as the
optimal continuous deformation solutions.
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M: 0.000, AoA: 0.000
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Fig. 5.7: Continuous deformation solutions for off-design Mach number and angle of attack
in a standard atmosphere.
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For the first case the total deviation in PLdB was recovered but for the second case only
3.71 PLdB of the 4.66 PLdB deviation was recovered. The first case shows that relatively
small deformations to the equivalent area are necessary to recover the deviation in PLdB.
The front portion of the equivalent-area distribution seems to be the most sensitive to area
change with the exception of the 30 - 35 m range also being sensitive. The second case
shows that large deformations to the equivalent area are necessary to recover the deviation
in PLdB. The oscillations at the front of the distribution are again present but with much
larger magnitudes in this case. This solution also shows a large increase in area is necessary
at the rear of the distribution. This increase in area appears to be the largest required
deformation seen yet.
5.5 Combined Off-Design Flight Conditions in Adverse Atmospheric Profiles
The final study done using the continuous deformation method looks at the optimal
equivalent-area changes for reducing PLdB for both off-design flight conditions combined
with adverse atmospheric profiles. The four cases examined here look at the same com-
bination of off-design flight conditions as the previous study and each of those within the
Boise and Denver atmospheric profiles. These cases represent the culmination of conditions
considered in the current work that can degrade a sonic boom’s loudness. Table 5.1 again
summarizes the results of these studies.
Figure 5.8 shows the optimal deformations for the first off-design case of a −0.017
perturbation to Mach number and a −0.273◦ perturbation to angle of attack as well as the
second off-design case of a +0.071 perturbation to Mach number and a +0.392◦ perturbation
to angle of attack. Both of these cases are ran using the Boise atmospheric profile.
The first case was able to recover the full deviation in PLdB caused by the off-design and
atmospheric conditions. This solution shows sensitivity in the front of the distribution in a
manner similar to the standard atmosphere solution, but with a larger negative deformation
around the 12 m location. Additionally, this solution shows sensitivity at the 25 m and 31
m locations that require an increase in area. The deformations at 12 m and 31 m are similar
to the ones seen for this off-design case in the standard atmosphere solution.
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Fig. 5.8: Continuous deformation solutions for off-design Mach number and angle of attack
in the Boise atmospheric profile.
The solution for the second case was only able to recover 2.42 PLdB of the 3.91 PLdB
deviation. This solution shows similar sensitivity at the front of the distribution to what
has been seen previously for this off-design case. The large negative deformation at the 22
m location as well as the positive deformation at the 33 m location are also very similar to
the ones seen in the standard atmosphere solution for this off-design case.
Figure 5.8 shows the optimal deformations for the same off-design cases within the
Denver atmospheric profile. The first case was able to recover the full 2.72 PLdB deviation.
This solution shows the same sensitivity at the front of the distribution as was seen in the
Boise solution. The rear of the solution also appears sensitive to area change but with
different optimal deformation features than were seen in the Boise solution. The second
case was only able to recover 1.85 PLdB of the 4.41 PLdB deviation. The second case shows
a different deformation pattern at the front of the distribution and the rest of the solution
seems significantly different from the Boise solution.
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M: 0.000, AoA: 0.000
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Fig. 5.9: Continuous deformation solutions for off-design Mach number and angle of attack
in the Denver atmospheric profile.
5.6 Summary of the Continuous Deformation Studies
Each of the solutions presented in this section show that deformations distributed over
the entire length of the aircraft are necessary to achieve the specified reductions in PLdB.
This strengthens the case for distributed OML adaptivity proposed by the ULI. While most
of the deformations shown in these solutions are of relatively small magnitude (less than
0.06m2) the frequency and length over which these deformations occur may pose problems
to a CFD team trying to model these deformations on the full aircraft and also to those
responsible for designing the actuators themselves. Because of this, an area of future work
would be to post-process and refine the results shared here to identify the regions of greatest
sensitivity to area change. An alternative approach that would accomplish the same goal is
to systematically confine the continuous deformations to smaller areas of the equivalent-area
distributions and run multiple cases for each off-design condition. This would essentially be
finding a balance between the continuous deformation solutions shown here and the discrete
deformation solutions shown previously.
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It is also important to note that the use of gradient optimization tools in this application
is likely to yield only a local minimum in a design space as complicated as the one being
studied here. Because of this, the solutions shown here are primarily useful for identifying
regions of sensitivity that should be explored using higher fidelity tools rather than assuming
the solutions found are absolute minimums themselves.
Table 5.1: Summary of optimal continuous deformation atmospheric and off-design studies.
∆Mach ∆AoA Atmosphere Baseline PLdB ∆PLdB From On-Design ∆PLdB Achieved
0.000 0.000 Standard 78.76 - -5.00
Atmospheric Study - 5.0 PLdB Goal
0.000 0.000 Seattle 79.34 0.58 -5.00
0.000 0.000 Boise 79.52 0.76 -4.31
0.000 0.000 Denver 79.43 0.67 -5.00
0.000 0.000 Dallas 78.77 0.01 -5.00
0.000 0.000 Miami 78.23 -0.53 -5.00
Mach Study - Std. Atmosphere Baseline 25D Goal
-0.500 0.000 Standard 79.37 0.61 -0.61
0.500 0.000 Standard 80.52 1.76 -1.76
AoA Study - Std. Atmosphere Baseline 25D Goal
0.000 0.200 Standard 78.47 -0.29 N/A
0.000 -0.400 Standard 82.48 3.72 -3.72
Combined Off-Design Study - Std. Atmosphere Baseline 25D Goal
-0.017 -0.273 Standard 80.63 1.87 -1.87
0.071 0.392 Standard 83.42 4.66 -3.71
-0.017 -0.273 Boise 81.52 2.76 -2.78
0.071 0.392 Boise 82.67 3.91 -2.42
-0.017 -0.273 Denver 81.48 2.72 -2.72
0.071 0.392 Denver 83.17 4.41 -1.85
CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
Low-fidelity equivalent-area methods were used to explore the design space of localized
geometric changes to the NASA 25D’s OML. The geometric changes were used to alter the
aircraft’s near-field pressure signature in a way that reduced its sonic boom’s loudness at
the ground. Initially, discrete deformations were made to an axisymmetric PANAIR model
and the 25D’s equivalent-area distributions. The equivalent-area method design space was
shown to have the same minima as the alternative PANAIR design space. The design space
exploration was used to identify locations on the aircraft’s geometry that can be modified
to minimize PLdB. Locations at 12 m and 32 m on the NASA 25D concept aircraft show
the most promise for reducing loudness.
A genetic algorithm called P3GA was used to study the effects of varying atmospheric
profiles on the optimal discrete deformations required to minimize PLdB. The locations of
12 m and 32 m were again found to be the areas most effective for reducing loudness on
the undertrack. With two deformations used, the maximum reduction in PLdB was found
to be -2.17.
The discrete deformation equivalent-area design space exploration was also used to
study the effects of small perturbations to on-design flight conditions. The optimal defor-
mations for changes in angle of attack, Mach number, and azimuth angle were found. The
off-design results show the locations and magnitudes of the deformations remain consistent.
There is some variation in which deformation produces the greatest PLdB reduction, but
the minimums remain at the 12 m and 32 m locations. The use of a powered aircraft model
was shown to shift the aft minimum slightly further back.
A larger continuous deformation was used to study the changes to the aircraft’s equiv-
alent area that are required to achieve even larger reductions in PLdB. The continuous
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deformation studies began with a 5 PLdB goal in the standard atmosphere and in atmo-
spheric profiles representing a simulated flight path. In each case, the 12 m and 32 m
locations were again identified within the solutions as regions of sensitivity.
The continuous deformation studies were extended to study small perturbations to
Mach number, angle of attack, and combinations of both within a standard atmospheric
profile and few of the flight path profiles. These studies used the goal of returning the off-
design PLdB back to the PLdB of the baseline 25D in a standard atmosphere. The results
of these studies show that extensive distributed deformation along the length of the area
distributions are necessary to recover the deviations in PLdB and in some cases fall short
of that goal. A few common areas of sensitivity were identified through these studies for
specific off-design conditions. These results lack significant similarities across all off-design
and atmospheric conditions which suggests that additional refinement of the method or
solutions is necessary. Future work could involve systematically confining the continuous
deformation method to specific regions along the aircraft’s area distribution. This work
would essentially be a combination of the discrete and continuous deformations presented
here and would help narrow down the regions of interest for the larger PLdB reduction
goals. Additionally, the inconsistency and complexity of these results may simply be due
to the complexity of the design space that was being explored.
While the equivalent-area representation does not provide an exact mapping of a de-
formation back to a three-dimensional aircraft geometry, the current work has shown how it
can be used to narrow down the design space for higher fidelity CFD studies. These results
are also useful within the ULI for informing preliminary design steps to the individuals
designing the adaptive aircraft structures themselves. The equivalent-area methods shown
here can drastically reduce the computational expense you would expect from doing these
studies via CFD alone. These methods are also useful for visualizing and gaining intu-






25D Equivalent Area Distributions, Continuous Deformation Optimization Methods and
Inputs, and sBOOM Atmospheric Profiles
A.1 25D Equivalent Area Distributions
The NASA 25D equivalent area distributions that were used in these studies can be
found through the USU Aerolab’s GitHub account 1. The data there represents position
and area in units of m and m2 respectively.
A.2 Continuous Deformation Optimization Methods and Inputs
The cubic spline was defined using 28 nodes between 0 and 40 m which resulted in a
spacing of approximately 1.482 m between each node. Only the nodes between 0 and 36 m,
totalling 24, were activated and used in the optimization. The active node restriction was
implemented to constrain deformations to regions of the equivalent area curve that represent
Mach plane slices through the physical body of the aircraft. The additional inactive nodes
between 36 and 40 m helped to force the spline back to zero in those locations. The y
bounds used for each node was ±0.075 m2 unless the node was positioned in the first 6 m of
the equivalent area distribution, in which case the lower bound for the node was set as the
negative of the y value of the equivalent area distribution at that nodes location. This was
done to avoid solutions that resulted in negative area values at the front of the signature
where the magnitude of the deformations were large enough to cause this issue. Additional






A number of different approaches were used in generating initial guesses for the studies
done using the continuous deformation method and a general description will be given
here with details related to the specific studies being omitted. First, an initial guess of all
zero y values could be used. Second, an initial guess using the solution from the 5 PLdB
standard atmosphere study could be used. Third, a progressive approach using solutions
with smaller PLdB constraints could be used. For example, a study looking to achieve a
5 PLdB reduction might start with a 1 PLdB goal and then incrementally find solutions
for 2, 3, and 4 PLdB goals which would each be used as the initial guess for the following
larger PLdB goal study. A combination of each off these initial guess approaches were used
to find the best solution in each of the studies presented in this work.
A.3 sBOOM Atmospheric Profiles
The sBOOM presb.input files used in the flight path study presented in the current
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